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ABSTRACT
The transport of micro- and nano-particles in subsurface fluid deposits is an area
of increasing interest due to the rising use of these particles for consumer and in-
dustrial purposes. Subsurface particle transport is complicated by the presence of
fractures and fracture networks which govern the paths that particles will be able to
take. In this thesis, subsurface particle transport will be investigated using particle
swarms; collections of hydro-dynamically interacting particles which exhibit group
behavior. The effects of fluid viscosity, particle properties, fracture geometry, and
fracture aperture on swarm behavior were experimentally investigated.
Swarm parameters were examined in time with an emphasis on geometry (height,
width) and speed. Fracture geometry and aperture strongly affected these parameters.
As a result, swarms in artificial fluid filled fractures displayed behavior that was not
obvious or expected based on current theory. The most significant of these is what we
have termed the “Enhanced Transport Regime.” In uniform aperture fractures (two
finite parallel plates), a range of apertures exists in which swarms travel more quickly
than swarms in larger apertures. This behavior was observed in 3 separate experi-
mental sets using different combinations of bulk fluid and particles. In fractures with
variable apertures, swarms changed shape and speed in response to fracture features:
accelerating/elongating when apertures increased and decelerating/expanding when
apertures decreased.
Experiments and numerical models were also undertaken to investigate the impor-
tance of finite fractures on particle swarms. Closing the open boundaries on the sides
and bottom of the uniform aperture fracture had a dramatic effect on the behavior
of particle swarms, either eliminating or enhancing the enhanced transport regime.
This was investigated with a numerical model which determined that a finite fracture
allows fluid to exit the confined space and requires that fluid re-enter at a different
xlocation. This creates global scale fluid flow that interacts with particle swarms in
ways that are impossible if the fracture has infinite length.
The experimental results demonstrate the critical importance of the collective
nature of particle swarms. As collections of particles that are free to move relative
to each other, swarms are able to respond to fractures in ways that a single spherical
object cannot (i.e. expanding, contracting, elongating, etc.). Additionally, the finite
sizes of the fractures used in these experiments play a significant role in governing
the behavior of particle swarms.
11. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, interest in the Earth’s subsurface has increased dramatically. There
are many fluids held in underground rock formations, ranging from oil and natural gas
deposits to groundwater for irrigation and drinking. Consequently there are ongoing
attempts to develop classes of nano- and micro-devices that would be deployed into
the subsurface, probing the rock formations and the fluids held within them [1–3].
These devices can be classified according to their method of operation. The simplest
is using uniformly size nanoparticles as a proppant [1] to hold or “prop” fractures
open to enhance fluid production (oil, natural gas, etc.). It is possible to use a
particle’s electromagnetic, acoustic or other physical properties to characterize fluid-
fluid boundaries [2], allowing an in-situ investigation of subsurface fluid distribution.
For example, the particles could be composed of a material that irreversibly changes
upon exposure to certain chemical or physical conditions (Ph, temperature, contact
with water, etc.). Collecting and analyzing these particles would provide a detailed
characterization of subsurface conditions. Finally, with advances in nanotechnology,
it might be possible to create sensors that continuously measure and store the physical
and chemical properties of a fracture and transfer that data back to a well bore via
local RF transmission.
Regardless of their desired purpose, the primary challenge in the use of nano-
sensors is delivery into the subsurface. Mobility depends on the complexity of the flow
paths within a rock, the size and shape of the sensors, and any chemical interactions
between the sensors and the fluids and rocks through which they travel. It is for this
purpose that particle swarms are under investigation. Particle swarms are a collection
of particles that are maintained as a coherent group. This results in highly localized
and potentially targetable transport. In the case of nanoprobes, while the signal
from a single probe would be far too weak to propagate effectively through rock,
2rapid transmission of information to the surface could still be possible either through
transmission as a coherent group or via a relay method, each particle communicating
along a chain like nerve cells in a body. Since fractures are the likely pathways along
which swarms will travel, it is necessary to understand the physical processes that
affect swarm transport in rock fractures.
1.1 Literature Review: Navier-Stokes Equation
While the Navier-Stokes equation is one of the fundamental equations in fluid
dynamics and has been used with great success for nearly 200 years, solutions remain
elusive and non-trivial due to its complex nature. Finding solutions (or determining
that they don’t exist) to the Navier-Stokes equation is one of the Clay Mathematics
Institutes’s “Millennium Prize Problems,” a list of seven longstanding and unsolved
mathematical problems [4]. Even so, at its heart the Navier-Stokes equation is simply
a statement of momentum conservation [5], this is seen quite clearly in equation 1.1.
Both temporal and spatial variations in momentum are balanced with external forces







∇ · (ρfvfvf ) + Q
external forces
= 0 (1.1)
Once this equation is expanded and combined with a statement on the conserva-
tion of mass (equation 1.2b), the more common form of Navier-Stokes is obtained
(equation 1.2a). Using these equations the solutions of many different hydrodynamic





+ vf · ∇vf
)
= −∇P + µ∇2vf + Ff (1.2a)
∂ρf
∂t
+∇ · (ρfvf ) = 0 (1.2b)
In these and all subsequent equations, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ρf is
the density of the fluid, vf is the velocity of the fluid, P is the pressure and Ff is any
other forces acting on the fluid.
3In the limit of slow currents and small length scales, such that the Reynolds Num-
ber (equation 1.4) is small (Re 1), a number of useful simplifying approximations
to the Navier-Stokes equation can be made. These simplifications are collectively
referred to as Stokes flow (or creeping flow). Stokes flow is essentially laminar flow
in which friction is dominant. In this regime flow is both time independent and non-
inertial (i.e. the fluid velocity depends only on the current instant in time and not
on previous states). Therefore, the terms on the left side of equation 1.2a can be
neglected [6, 7]. Additionally, since density is invariant in both time and space for
incompressible fluids, equation 1.2b can be simplified. Thus for incompressible Stokes
flow, equations 1.2a and 1.2b simplify to:
∇P − µ∇2vf = Ff (1.3a)
∇ · vf = 0 (1.3b)





Here L is the characteristic length (particle diameter, hydraulic diameter, traveled
distance, etc.) and v is the relevant velocity (fluid or particle). While the Reynolds
number requirements for laminar flow can vary greatly with the geometry of the
boundaries (up to Re = 2100 for circular ducts [6]), the conditions for Stokes flow are
far more demanding. Stokes flow only occurs when Re 1.
1.2 Literature Review: Unconfined Particle Motion
Before discussing particle behavior near boundaries, it is useful to have an un-
derstanding of how unconfined particles move through a fluid. This behavior can be
quite dynamic depending on the number of particles that are in the system. Adding
boundaries in fluids is an area complex enough that it merits discussion on its own
(Section 1.3).
41.2.1 Settling of a Single Particle
To obtain a solution for the behavior of a single particle settling in a quiescent
fluid (no external flow, Ff = 0) with a velocity of vp and a radius of a it is necessary
to add a set of boundary conditions to equations 1.3 [8].
vf =
vp if r = a0 as r →∞ (1.5)
In these and all subsequent equations r is the radial distance from the center of the
particle. These are no-slip conditions, the fluid is at rest relative to the particle’s
velocity at the surface of the particle and decays to zero (or the ambient flow con-
dition) infinitely far from the particle. Solving equations 1.3 with these boundary
conditions leads to the famous Stokes’ law (equation 1.6). Stokes flow only occurs
when the Reynolds number (equation 1.4) is very small (Re  1). This means that
only slow moving and/or small particles will ever be able to travel in a Stokes regime.
For larger, fast moving particles with high Reynolds numbers, the drag force instead
takes on a quadratic form (equation 1.7). In the case of particle swarms, each particle
moves slowly enough and is sufficiently small that the assumption of Stokes flow is
appropriate [9–11].





pCdAvˆp Re ≥ 1 (1.7)
In these equations FD is the drag force acting on the particle, Cd is the drag coefficient,
and A is the cross sectional area of the particle.
1.2.2 Settling of a Fluid Droplet
When the object is a fluid drop instead of a solid particle (as in Section 3.1.1),
the hydrodynamic drag is modified due to a change in boundary conditions since
equation 1.3 holds simultaneously for both fluids [12]. The new boundaries at the
5fluid-fluid interface (r = a) are: no mixing (equation 1.8a), continuous tangential
velocity (equation 1.8b), discontinuous normal stress (pressure) arising from surface
tension (equation 1.8c), and continuous tangential stress (equation 1.8d).
v′r = vr = 0 (1.8a)























Here p denotes pressure, γ is surface tension and primed variables (v′, p′, µ′) are
variables for the droplet fluid. Solving for these new boundary conditions along with










. This result means that a typical fluid droplet will experience less drag
than an equivalently sized (and density) solid sphere.
1.2.3 Two Interacting Particles
The interaction of two small particles is a useful bridge between a single particle
and the interactions between many thousands of particles, granting some insight
into particle interactions. Fortunately, the interactions between two particles has
been investigated [6, 13]. The velocities resulting from the interactions between two

























In these equations V A and V B are the non-interacting Stokes velocities for particles
A and B, a and b are their radii, θ is the angle between the two particles as shown in
6Figure 1.1 and R is the magnitude of the distance between the particles. As would
be expected, the behavior of two particles traveling in close proximity depends both
















Figure 1.1.: A diagram of two interacting particles
Two particle interactions are not three dimensional, both particles will fall in
a single plane, albeit with different velocities and directions depending on their
sizes/densities. However, if the particles are identical this planar interaction becomes
even stricter. Both particles will fall with identical velocities along a line containing
their centers (the line labeled R in Figure 1.1) [13]. The only exception is when
θ = 0◦, in which case they will fall normal to that line. A plot of the velocities of two
identical particles is shown in Figure 1.2 for a distance of R = 4a. The speed of the
particles not only varies with angle but also with distance as shown in Figure 1.3 for
a fixed angle of θ = 45◦.
When two particles interact their settling velocities are higher than they would be
if each particle were alone. This increase in velocity scales with the number of particles
and is the primary reason why particle swarms travel faster than single particles.
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Figure 1.2.: A graph of the velocities of two identical interacting particles in the
vertical and horizontal axes as a function of the angle between them (see Figure 1.1).
All velocities have been scaled by the Stokes settling velocity for a single particle.
The separation has been defined as R = 4a.
their interactions. Particles interact most efficiently when the line containing their
centers is oriented with gravity (θ = 90◦). However, even when θ = 0◦ particles still
settle more quickly than a particle in isolation. This implies that a swarm which is
long and narrow might travel faster than one that is shorter and wider and that both
will fall faster than a disperse cloud. Additionally, since the interaction decays with
distance (Figure 1.3) particle collections that are insufficiently dense (low number of
particles per volume) may not display any observable group behaviors. Due to the
long range nature of hydrodynamic interactions, this interaction will never fully decay.
However, at a separation distance of ∼20 particle radii (Figure 1.3) the interacting
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Figure 1.3.: A graph of the velocities of two identical interacting particles in the
vertical and horizontal axes as a function of the distance between their centers. All
velocities have been scaled by the Stokes settling velocity for a single particle. The
angle has been defined as θ = 45◦.
1.2.4 Many Particle Interactions
As more particles are added to a system their interactions become much more com-
plex. Not only does the settling velocity scale with the number of interacting particles
but the addition of more particles increases the number of interacting planes, allowing
truly 3 dimensional motion. Since particle swarms are composed of many thousands
to millions of particles, very complex behaviors can result from these interactions.
Unconfined particle swarms tend to evolve in a set manner. This evolution can be
broken up into four distinct stages, as shown in figure 1.4. While swarms are initially
spherical (Figure 1.4a), this is not a stable configuration. Particles on the edge of
a swarm travel more slowly than the particles in the swarm’s center due to their
distance from other particles. This variation in particle velocity results in circulating
particle motion (Figure 1.5) and the formation of a semi-stable torus (Figure 1.4b).
9It should be noted that at no point are the particles ever moving in direct opposition
to gravity (i.e. moving upward), particles on the outside of the swarm are simply
moving more slowly than particles in the center of the swarm (Figure 1.5). Some
of the circulating particle trajectories form closed paths. Particles in one of these
closed paths can remain in the swarm for an extended period of time. If a particle is
not bound into one of these closed trajectories or its interactions with other particles
force it out of a closed path it will be swept away because of the large differences
(potentially several orders of magnitude) between the single particle settling velocity
and the velocity of the aggregate swarm. This results in a long trail of slow moving
ejected particles which is often referred to in the literature as a tail [9, 11, 14]. A
swarm spends a variable amount of time in this semi-stable configuration.
Figure 1.4.: An outline of the four stages in swarm evolution. (a) Sphere, (b) torus,
(c) initial instability, (d) full bifurcation. False color.
Instabilities eventually arise due to the complex nature of many particle inter-
actions. As the torus falls it constantly expands and contracts [14]. These changes
interfere with the closed particle trajectories that characterize the torus stage of evo-
lution, allowing fluid to pass through the center of the swarm [10,14]. As a result the
swarm begins to break apart (Figure 1.4c) and eventually breaks up completely (Fig-
10
Figure 1.5.: Velocity vectors for the particles that make up a swarm. All velocities
are relative to the average swarm velocity (v′i = vi − vswarm).
ure 1.4d). This has been termed bifurcation because swarms tend to break apart into
two distinct sub-swarms. Each of the sub-swarms can potentially repeat this outlined
process for as long as a sufficient number and density of particles exists (Figure 1.6).
This behavior has been reproduced many times over the past several decades in both
experiments and simulations [9–11,14–17].
Due to their small size and slow velocity it is appropriate to model the particles
in a swarm as Stokeslets, i.e. particles that obey Stokes Law. In the Stokeslet ap-
proximation, each particle is treated as a point force and particle interactions are













G (rij) · F (1.11b)
11
Figure 1.6.: A swarm that bifurcates multiple times. False color.
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In these equations rij is the distance between two particles i and j, F is any external
forces acting on the particles (typically gravity), and vi is the velocity of a single
particle. Due to the tensor’s
1
r
dependence, unrealistically large forces can appear
if particles are not prohibited from overlapping. A number of different methods
of resolving this problem have been implemented ranging from ignoring potential
overlaps [14] to adding an artificial repulsive force between particles [11]. Despite
this issue, equation 1.11 has been widely used and is able to recreate the evolution of
particle swarms described by figure 1.4 [9–11,14].
1.3 Literature Review: Boundary Effects on Particle Motion
The effects of a boundary on the motion of particles and fluids is a complex
problem that has been investigated many times over the past century [7, 19–22].




, see equation 1.11a), the effects of a boundary can still be seen regardless
of its distance from the particle.
1.3.1 Long Range Effects, The Falling Ball Viscometer
The long range effects of a boundary on fluid motion are well demonstrated by
the solution for a falling ball viscometer [23, 24]. As an object falls in a fluid, the
fluid particles are pushed and dragged by the falling object, creating a zone of higher
pressure in the front of the object and a zone of lower pressure behind it. In the
absence of a boundary the resulting pressure gradient is as one would expect, the
force due to this pressure gradient is equal to the drag force on the particle. In
other words, ∆PA = D, where ∆P is the dynamic pressure difference between any
two planes far from either side of the particle (Figure 1.7), A is the cross sectional
area of a cylinder (piR2), and D is the drag force on the particle. However, if the
particle is falling within an enclosed cylinder (i.e. a tube) the relation changes due








Figure 1.7.: A diagram showing the pressure difference in a falling ball viscometer.
in an unconfined fluid causing the fluid near the walls to flow backwards in order to
compensate for the fluid being moved by the particle [23,24]. The shearing force leads
to a new relation ∆PA = 2D, meaning that the pressure gradient in a confined fluid
is twice as large as in an unconfined fluid. This result highlights an important feature
of fluid mechanics, there is a difference between fluids that are truly unbounded and
those that merely have distant boundaries.
1.3.2 Single Planar Wall
When a particle falls near a single plane wall, additional boundary conditions
are required. The conditions from equation 1.5 must be modified to account for an
additional no-slip boundary [8]:
vf =

vp at r = a
0 as r →∞
0 along the wall
(1.12)
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The result of this additional condition is that a particle falling near a plane wall
experiences additional forces because the fluid is not free to flow near the boundary.
A simple form of these forces has been calculated for particles moving both normal,















Here d is the distance of the particle from the wall. It is immediately apparent that
particles moving towards a boundary experience a stronger drag force (FDN ) than
particles falling along a boundary (FDT ). While higher order terms are available for
both of these equations [7, 19], more accurate methods of calculating the influence
of planar boundaries on particles exist [7, 22, 25], and will be discussed in the next
paragraph.
The most common method [20, 25] of quantifying particle-wall interactions is the
method of images proposed by Blake [22]. As is the case for using the method
of images in the study of Electricity and Magnetism, boundaries are replaced by a
particle (or set of particles) that have been placed in the correct locations such that
all boundary conditions are satisfied. For a particle settling a distance d from a plane
wall, moving with a speed vp under a force F, the correct image location is a distance
2d from the source particle, moving with a speed −vp under a force −F as shown
in Figure 1.8. The primary advantage to this method over equation 1.13 is that it
scales more easily to many particle systems. Each particle not only interacts with
every source particle but also with every image particle, giving a fuller representation
of the effect of the wall. This interaction is given in tensor form in equation 1.14 [25].
15
All source particles will be denoted by the letters i = 1, . . . , N and the corresponding




T (rij) · F + T˜ (rii′) · F (1.14a)
T (rij) = G (rij) + T˜ (rij′) (1.14b)
T˜ (rij′) · F =−G (rij) · F










P = I− 2zˆzˆ (1.14d)
G (r) is the Onseen tensor from equation 1.11a and P is the reflection operator
defined here as a reflection across the X-Y plane. For the case of a single particle
interacting with a wall, equation 1.14a reduces to v = T˜ (rii′) · F which returns the








Figure 1.8.: A diagram of the image system.
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1.3.3 Two Planar Walls
Adding a second planar boundary dramatically increases the complexity of the
problem [6, 7, 20]. It is not sufficient to simply add the effects of two single walls
(equation 1.13a). Indeed, attempting this will result in the overestimation of of the
drag forces [7]. This overestimation is a result of the fact that each wall not only
interacts with the particle but also with the other wall. Any solution must also take
this into account [6]. The correct solution for tangential drag force on a particle











Unfortunately, the calculation of A and B is not straightforward [6]. Their definitions
are quite long and are left for Appendix A along with a few notes on their use in my
numerical simulation, which will be discussed in Section 3.4. Both are functions
that depend on the particle’s location in the fracture and must be obtained for each
particle position.
The accurate and efficient calculations of hydrodynamic effects due to boundaries
is an area of study that is still ongoing [20] and a strict formalism (as in equation 1.14)
has not yet been fully developed. Even so, it has been demonstrated that particles
settling in two walled systems experience forces that are not observed in single walled
systems. This is most clearly seen by additional torques that result from the inter-
acting boundaries [20]. One of the results of this extra torque is that a particle falling
between two walls will rotate in a direction that is opposite that of a particle falling
near a single wall [7].
1.4 Literature Review: Prior Work
1.4.1 Experiments
Table 1.1 provides a summary of the experimental parameters from swarm studies
























Distance From Wall/Particle Radius
Figure 1.9.: The drag forces from equations 1.13a and 1.15 as a function of the
distance from the wall. The position of the particles in the two wall system is at the
midpoint between the walls. The values of the constants in the accurate method were
calculated by Faxen as cited in [6].
parameters used in my study of confined swarms. It is important to point out that
even though the fluids and particles used in the literature are quite different from
each other, in all cases they observed the typical swarm behavior that was shown in
Figure 1.4, i.e. sphere to torus to bifurcation. Unfortunately, rigorous quantitative
examinations of these experiments are rarely performed, with researchers limiting
their quantitative work to their numerical models and examining the experiments
qualitatively.
In these experiments, the viscosity of the fluids ranged from 9 − 1200cP and
were much higher than those in my experiments: pure water (1cP ) and silicone oil
(100cP ). Additionally, the particles used in the literature had radii ranging from
14µm to 150µm, in contrast to the particles in this work with radii of ∼4µm for glass



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































studies is much lower than in my experiments (Compare Tables 1.1 & 2.2), by several
orders of magnitude.
Of particular interest are the experiments performed by Mylyk et. al. [25]. This
is not only because they performed a quantitative analysis of their experimental
results but also because, in their paper, they investigated the effect of the distance
from a single boundary on the evolution of a particle swarm. They determined that
the presence of a wall does not influence the general evolution of a particle swarm
(Figure 1.4). Furthermore, near a single wall (distance < 10∗initial swarm diameter),
swarms travel a shorter distance before bifurcation and take less time to bifurcate.
Far from the boundary, the bifurcation distance and time approached an asymptote.
These general results were recreated in their accompanying numerical model.
1.4.2 Numerical Models
Many different numerical models have been created to understand particle swarm
mechanics especially as it pertains to breakup. These models were created using
equation 1.11 (or a similar derivative) and performed over a wide range of particle
numbers; from as few as 100 [10] to as many as 15000 [14]. Special emphasis was
placed on finding various dimensionless parameters that govern the behavior (speed,
particle loss, breakup, etc.) of particle swarms.
One of the observations from the literature is that there is a minimum number of
particles required for swarm behavior (Figure 1.4) to reliably occur. This number is on
the order of N > 500 [10]. Suspensions with fewer particles simply shed particles into
a tail and do not bifurcate [10, 11]. In swarms with a sufficient number of particles,
the initial droplet shape (i.e. sphere vs cylinder) was determined to not significantly
change the swarm evolution [14]. Swarms with non-spherical initial distributions
(hemispheres, cones, bells, etc.) eventually flattened into a torus after forming a long
tail.
20
The rate of particle loss to the tail (
dN
dt
) was determined to have two different
regimes, one while the swarm was approximately spherical and another after the
swarm had flattened into a torus. The loss rate in the toroidal regime was determined




[10,16]. In the spherical regime, the loss rate depended on the geometry of the swarm
with larger swarms having faster loss rates than the toroidal regime [10,16]. Generally,




∝ V R2) [11]. Here, V is the swarm velocity and R is the swarm radius.
There have been a number of attempts to create a simple equation that describes
the speed of a particle swarm or suspension. However, due to the varied nature of the
simulations and experimental conditions (Table 1.1) they rarely match (Table 1.2).
In this table c is the swarm concentration, vp is the single particle stokes settling
speed, and Veq is the speed of an equivalently sized solid sphere.
Table 1.2.: A table of the predicted swarm velocity equations from the literature.
Predicted Swarm Speed
Adachi et al. [9] V ∝ cR2
Metzger et al. [10] V ∝ N
R









Bosse et al. [17] V = V 0 − 1.76c1/3Veq
1.5 Summary
In contrast with the bulk of the literature, in this work particle swarms were in-
vestigated with an emphasis on experimental results. While numerical models were
performed (Section 3.4), they were of secondary importance to a thorough examina-
tion of the experimental space. Over 1300 experiments were performed with different
combinations of fluids, swarm particles, fracture geometries, and fracture apertures.
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The behavior of particle swarms was discovered to depend strongly on fracture geom-
etry and aperture, resulting in many interesting behaviors. Swarms were observed to
have enhanced transport (Section 3.1), to induce long ranged fluid flows (Section 3.2),
and to reorganize in response to variable confinement (Section 3.3). Simulations were
undertaken (Section 3.4) but were unable to satisfactorily recreate any of the observed
swarm behavior. Even so, the models were able to verify that global scale fluid flow
can be generated by a droplet and that those flows are affected by different boundary
conditions (Section 3.4.2).
In the subsequent chapters the details of the experimental approach and analysis
methods are presented (Chapter 2) followed by a discussion of the results (Chapter 3)
and ending with the conclusions of the study (Chapter 4).
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
To build on the body of work that exists for particle swarms in free fluids, experiments
were undertaken to understand the influence of rigid boundaries on swarm evolution.
As was discussed in the previous chapter, boundaries can dramatically alter the be-
havior of a single particle; slowing it or inducing torques that would not exist if the
boundary were removed (see Section 1.3). As collections of hydrodynamically inter-
acting particles, swarms should be effected by boundaries to an even greater extent
because each particle interaction will be influenced by the presence of a boundary.
Just as particles in a swarm exhibit complex behavior as a result of their interactions
with each other, swarm interactions with a boundary should also be complex.
2.1 Experimental Setup
2.1.1 Swarm Composition
Particle swarms were created by mixing either soda-lime glass or polystyrene beads
into a dilute suspension with either distilled water or silicone oil (Clearco, PSF-
100cSt). The soda-lime beads (Potters Industries, Spheriglass A-3000) were mixed
in the lab to a 2% by mass solution and the polystyrene beads were ordered from
Thermo-Scientific (Cat. No. R0300B) and came pre-mixed in a 1% by mass solu-
tion. Size distributions of these beads were obtained via optical microscopy at 20x
magnification, shown in Figure 2.1. It is apparent that while the polystyrene beads
had minimal deviation (±0.02µm) in their average diameters, the diameters of the
soda-lime glass beads were quite varied (±4.06µm). The statistical variation in size
for each particle type was measured and is given, along with other bead properties,






Figure 2.1.: Histograms of the diameters of the beads used in the experiments. (a)
Soda-Lime glass (475 Particles), (b) Polystyrene (100 Particles). Insets: Microscope
images of the beads used in the experiments.
Table 2.1.: The size data of the particles used in the experiments
Particle Property Glass Polystyrene
Particle Density (kg/m3) 2500 1050
Mean Particle Diameter (µm) 8.37± 4.06 3.29± 0.02
Median Particle Diameter (µm) 7.33 3.23
Minimum Particle Diameter (µm) 1.72 2.75


























































































































































































































































































Several different fracture geometries with both smooth (Figure 2.2a, b, c) and
rough (Figures 2.2d & 2.3) walls were constructed to study the effect of confinement
on particle swarm behavior. The smooth walled fractures were constructed of blocks of
transparent acrylic with dimensions of 50mm x 100mm x 100mm that were machined
into the desired shape and then polished. Rough fractures were formed by creating
acrylic casts of an induced fracture in Austin chalk. These casts had the same external
dimensions as the smooth walled fractures and were used in the same experimental
setup. The casts were not fully transparent due to the rough surface. This required
that a rough block be paired with a smooth block to image the swarms through the
transparent smooth block.
Three different smooth walled fracture samples were used: (1) a uniform aperture
fracture (Figure 2.2a), (2) a variable geometry fracture with both converging and
uniform aperture regions (Figure 2.2b), and (3) a variable geometry fracture with
both uniform and diverging aperture regions (Figure 2.2c). The converging/diverging
fractures were composed of two rectangular blocks that each had a triangular wedge
(25mm x 100mm x 50mm) removed. This resulted in fracture angles of ∼54◦ in the
converging/diverging regions and a maximum aperture that is 50mm greater than
the point of minimum separation.
Two different rough fractures were examined, consisting of the two halves of the
fractured Austin Chalk casting paired with a smooth acrylic block. These fractures
are termed Fracture 1 (Figures 2.3a & 2.6a) and Fracture 2 (Figures 2.3b & 2.6b).
Since these fractures are each 1/2 of the same sample their asperity height distribu-
tions are very similar (Figure 2.6c) however the differences in spatial distribution are
significant.
In addition to the described variable aperture fractures, experiments were also
performed with modified edge boundary conditions. These fractures consisted of a
uniform aperture fracture (Figure 2.2a) with additional edge boundaries on the sides,
26
Figure 2.2.: Sketches of the various fracture geometries used in the experiments. (a)
Uniform aperture fracture, (b) converging fracture, (c) diverging fracture, (d) rough

































Figure 2.3.: Diagrams of the rough fractures used in the experiments highlighting the
differences in asperity variation along the swarms path. The smooth wall in Fractures
1 & 2 is represented by the vertical axis.
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bottom, and both sides and bottom (Figure 2.4), simulating the different types of
connections between the fluid within a fracture and the surrounding bulk fluid. The
edge boundaries were composed of flexible plastic wrap that had been taped to the
acrylic blocks, allowing variation of fracture aperture without having to remove the
entire fracture.
(a) Sides (b) Bottom (c) Sides and Bottom
Figure 2.4.: Sketches of the fractures with extra edge boundaries.
Each block was placed in a holder that was mounted on an optical rail suspended
over a tank filled. Fluid (water or silicone oil) was added to the tank until the top of
each block was ∼25mm below the surface of the fluid, completely filling the fracture.
The optical rail enabled a wide range of apertures to be investigated. Table 2.3 lists
the number of experiments performed at each of the investigated apertures for each
fracture type in water and Table 2.4 gives the same information for silicone oil. In
all cases, the aperture was defined as the minimum separation distance, i.e. 0mm is



















































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.4.: The Number of Experiments performed for each fracture style and aper-
ture in 100 cSt silicone oil. All apertures are defined as the minimum separation
distance in mm between the two plates and are displayed in bold text.
Experiments at Each Fracture Aperture
Fracture Type 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 65 80
Uniform Aperture 11 9 11 12 10 11 9 9 10
With Sides 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
With Bottom 12 12 12 12 12 12 10 12 12
Sides and Bottom 10 10 10 10 11 9 10 8 9
Fluid Drop, Uniform Aperture 10 10 10 10 11 10 10 10 10
2.1.3 Swarm Release
Swarms were introduced into the fracture through a 25 gauge hypodermic needle
that had been primed with ∼0.15mL of bead solution. The tip of the needle was
placed ∼5mm below the top surface of the block. This was done to eliminate any
effects from the transition from open tank to confined region and to minimize the
impact of evaporative surface currents on swarm behavior. In water, 5µL swarms
were released by volume using a mechanical syringe pump at a rate of 0.5mL/min
(release time 0.6 seconds). Due to silicone oils higher viscosity, 5µL swarms could
not be used because the pump could not deliver such small volumes of high viscosity
fluid. Instead, swarms with 15µL volumes were used with the same delivery rates as in
water. When using fluid drops (Table 2.4), surface tension prevented the clean release
of 15µL droplets. In order to maintain equivalent volumes across the oil experiments
the needle was removed from the tank after releasing 15µL of solution, detaching the
droplet from the needle. This had minimal effect on the behavior of the droplet due
to surface tension and the viscosity of the oil.
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2.1.4 Imaging
Illumination was provided along the fracture plane by a green (528 nm) LED array
consisting of 3 rows of 16 LEDs (overall dimension 15 x 80mm). A CCD camera was
placed 1.2 m from the center of the aperture along the x-axis to capture images of the
swarm at a rate of 5 frames per second (fps) during its descent. An image sequence
was recorded and analyzed to extract swarm properties such as velocity, distance













Array LED 16 x 3

Figure 2.5.: A sketch of the experimental setup for imaging confined swarms.
2.1.5 Surface Roughness
Laser profilometry was used to characterize the roughness of each rough fracture
surface. This procedure used a laser to measure the height of a surface. The sample
was placed on a motion controlled platform beneath a fixed laser. The platform was
moved in set increments and was controlled by a custom Labview code. At each
increment, the laser measured the height of the sample surface. With this system
variations in height up to 9.969mm could be measured at a resolution of 0.5µm.
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Measurements were taken over the entire fracture surface in 0.25mm increments along
two orthogonal axes. Both Fractures 1 & 2 were profiled using this technique.
For both rough fractures, asperity height varied on the order of ∼6mm (Figure 2.6).
Regions of both converging and diverging aperture exist within the same fracture be-
cause the fractures are rough. This is in contrast to the smooth-walled fractures
shown in Figure 2.2b and c which only feature either converging or diverging aper-
tures. Of particular interest is a swarm response to any points of maximum asperity
height (indicating a reduction in fracture aperture) as well as asperity minimums
(indicating an increase in fracture aperture). Unlike the converging and diverging
fractures, the rough fractures vary along both the XZ and YZ planes (see Figure 2.5),
creating another axis of confinement. Swarms which would be free to expand along
the Y-axis in the smooth walled fractures (Figure 2.2) might be unable to do so in the
rough fractures if the swarm evolves adjacent to a fracture peak, or this expansion





















Figure 2.6.: The asperity distribution of (A) Fracture 1, (B) Fracture 2, and (C)
the asperity height distribution. Obtained via laser profilometry. The black dot
represents the release location of the swarm.
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2.2 Analysis Techniques
A multi-step process was used to analyze particle swarm behavior. The first step
was to determine the frame in which the swarm initiated bifurcation (see Figure 1.4).
This process is complicated by the fact that swarm evolution is a continuum; there is
not a single moment in time when the swarm transitions from a perfect torus to a fully
bifurcated swarm. Therefore, I attempted to find the frame at which the instabilities
that result in bifurcation are first observable (Figure 2.7b), i.e. when the swarm is no
longer a stable torus (Figure 2.7a) but has not yet bifurcated (Figure 2.7c).
The next step was processing the image sequence. In some data sets, light reflec-
tion from the needle used to release the swarm resulted in glare along the path of
the swarm (see Figure 2.8a). This was only a concern when performing experiments
using soda-lime beads. The polystyrene beads were fluorescent and a filter was used
to eliminate glare. To prevent glare and other image imperfections from interfer-
ing with data extraction, the first image of every sequence was subtracted from the
subsequent images. Since the first image never contains a swarm, this subtraction
removed much of the glare and over-saturation without interfering with observable
swarm traits. In addition, the visibility of particles/air bubbles/etc. that became
attached to the blocks over the course of experiments was reduced by this analysis
method. A comparison of subtracted and unsubtracted images is shown in figure 2.8.
After image processing, swarm parameters (height, width, position) were deter-
mined using custom IDL (Interactive Data Language) code. In each frame a region
of interest (ROI) was defined that included the main body of the swarm but not its
tail (Figure 2.9a). This subset was thresholded to reduce any background noise re-
maining from the image processing (Figure 2.9b). After thresholding, the swarm was
defined as the largest continuous set of pixels within the ROI. Sobel edge detection
was then performed on the swarm to identify its edges (Figure 2.9c), allowing the
determination of the height and width of the swarm in number of pixels.
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Figure 2.7.: The transition from stable torus to bifurcated swarm. (a) The stable
torus, (b) Point of first instability, (c) Fully bifurcated. False Color.
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Figure 2.8.: A side by side comparison showing the effect of first image subtraction.
(a) Unsubtracted image, (b) the same image with the background subtracted. False
Color.
B: Threshold Region
C: Sobel Edge 
Detection
Calculate Width




Figure 2.9.: The process used to analyze an image sequence.
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An Air Force Test Chart (MIL-STD-150A, 1951 USAF resolution test chart (Fig-
ure 2.10) was used to calibrate the pixel to mm conversion in the images. The pixel
edge length was determined to be 74.4 µm/pixel. This is insufficient to resolve in-
dividual particles within the swarm which have features on the order of 1 − 10µm
(Table 2.1, Figure 2.1) but is sufficient to measure the macroscopic swarm attributes






























Figure 2.10.: The Air Force Test Chart used to measure the resolution of the cam-
era. “USAF-1951” by Setreset - Own work. Licensed under Creative Commons
Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.
org/wiki/File:USAF-1951.svg#mediaviewer/File:USAF-1951.svg.
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Due to the low frame rate (5 fps) and relatively large pixel length care must be
taken in the calculation of swarm speeds. Specifically, the speed between any two





pixel edge length ∗N
spf
=N ∗ 0.372 mm/s
where N is an integer representing the number of pixels the swarm traveled between
two frames and spf is the seconds per frame. Using the value for pixel edge length de-
termined with the test chart (74.4µm/pixel) and the seconds per frame (spf = 0.2s),
it is clear that speed is quantized in multiples of 0.372mm/s if this method is used.
This is not a useful value because typical experimental swarm speeds were ∼1mm/s
for glass-water swarms, ∼0.5mm/s for polystyrene-water swarms, and ∼0.1mm/s for
glass-oil swarms.
Instead, a moving average method was performed on the position data to calcu-
late swarm speed. Because the position data is quite smooth over large time peri-
ods (green diamonds in Figure 2.11) it is reasonable to perform a moving average.
Moving averages have the advantage of increasing the time between measurements
(spf) without necessarily increasing the distance traveled (N), thereby smoothing
the result. The position data extracted from the images was smoothed using the
RLOWESS smoothing function in MATLAB. RLOWESS fits a weighted first order
polynomial over a defined region, applying lower weights to outliers. I set this range
at 10% of the total number of frames, which was typically 20-30 frames for trials with
Soda-Lime glass beads and 50-60 frames for trials using Polystyrene beads. This
method increased the time over which velocity changes could be observed, allowing
more accurate determination of swarm velocity (Figure 2.11). Figure 2.11 shows that
without smoothing (blue squares) the velocity fluctuates between values of N (in this
case N = 2 and N = 3) eliminating any possibility of precise measurements of ve-
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Figure 2.11.: A comparison of the velocities obtained from the raw distance and using
RLOWESS smoothing.
perfectly smooth, is more precise. Using the same calculation as earlier, the velocity
quantization of the smoothed data in this example is given by:
v =
pixel edge length





a value which is ∼
1
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as large as the raw velocity result.
While the RLOWESS smoothing was used in this case as a noise filter, swarms that
naturally have highly varying velocities will have this effect reduced by a smoothing
function. The smoothed position data was used only for the calculation of swarm
velocity. All other experimental results using distance were obtained from the raw,
pre-smoothed distance data.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments were performed for the different boundary conditions, particles, and flu-
ids described in Chapter 2. A wide range of apertures were investigated and analyzed
to experimentally determine the effect of boundaries on swarm behavior. Bound-
aries were determined to affect strongly the evolution of particle swarms. The effect
of confinement depended on both the size and spatial distribution of the fracture
aperture.
3.1 Uniform Aperture Fracture
Experiments on swarms released in a fracture with uniform aperture (Figure 2.2a)
were performed using both water and silicone oil for a range of apertures (Tables 2.3 & 2.4)
and for two different particle types (Table 2.1). The behavior of particle swarms are
compared to the behavior of a fluid drop/single particle. For comparison, experiments
were also performed using an immiscible fluid drop.
3.1.1 Fluid Drop Between Parallel Walls
A set of experiments was performed using a fluid drop released between parallel
walls. 15µL of the glass-water solution from Table 2.2 was released into silicone
oil for a range of apertures (Table 2.4). The velocity of a drop depended on the
aperture (Figure 3.1). Slower speeds were observed at small apertures and the speed
approached an asymptote at large apertures. This is in agreement with the theory
(Figure 1.9, Equation 1.15).
It is important to note that the open tank settling speed vopen for the fluid drop

























Figure 3.1.: The speed of a fluid drop as a function of fracture aperture at two different
depths, compared to the theory.
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is vopen = 2.33mm/s, whereas the observed experimental result is vopen∼0.9mm/s.
However, as even mild surface contamination can dramatically increase the drag on
the drop the expected value is known to be a limiting case that is only rarely met [12].
Since the drops in these experiments are intentionally contaminated with particles a
drop should not be expected to obey the ideal case.
3.1.2 Particle Swarms
For all of the experimental conditions, particle swarm evolution was strongly af-
fected by the presence of two parallel walls. At small apertures swarm motion was
greatly hindered by the large tangential drag force (equation 1.13a) imparted by the
close proximity of the walls. The apertures that define this high drag regime de-
pended on the viscosity of the bulk fluid and was ≤ 3.5mm for water and ≤ 15mm
for 100cSt silicone oil. This resulted in a reduced swarm velocity when compared
to the open tank speeds as expected (Figure 3.2). One would expect that as the
aperture is increased, the additional drag forces from the walls would decay to zero
as in Figure 1.9 causing the swarm velocity to increase and eventually asymptote to
the open tank velocity as was observed in the fluid drop case (Figure 3.1). However,
when the swarm fluid matched the bulk fluid (e.g. water-water, oil-oil) a range of
apertures was observed in which swarm transport was enhanced, resulting in higher
than expected swarm velocities (Figure 3.2). The enhanced transport range was
3.5mm ≤ aperture ≤ 20mm for water and 15mm ≤ aperture ≤ 50mm for silicone
oil.
Swarm velocity was not the only feature modified in the enhanced transport range.
Swarms in water were less likely to bifurcate when the fracture aperture was in this
intermediate regime (Figure 3.4). Furthermore, swarms in the enhanced transport
range that did bifurcate tended to travel a greater distance prior to bifurcation (Fig-
ure 3.3). At very small apertures (≤ swarm diameter), bifurcations occurred at very
shallow depths as the swarms tended to expand into the walls and “smear” along
41































































Figure 3.2.: The velocity of swarms at fixed depths of 30 and 60 mm as a function of



















Figure 3.3.: The distance that swarms traveled before bifurcation as a function of
fracture aperture.
them, eventually taking on an appearance similar to bifurcation although the mecha-
nism is different. Swarms released in silicone oil very rarely bifurcated (Figure 3.4c) in
any aperture, indicating an unconfined bifurcation distance larger than the fracture.
The data indicates that the presence of boundaries at certain distances increases the
stability of a swarm by inhibiting natural breakup.
The walls also influenced the axis of bifurcations. In the optimal range all bifurca-
tions occurred in the y-z plane, parallel to the fracture plane (Figure 2.5). However,
as the aperture was increased bifurcations began to occur on any axis, including the
x-z plane (normal to the fracture plane). The presence of the boundaries created a
preferential direction of expansion that eventually vanished at large apertures.
Swarms tended to decelerate and change shapes as they traveled through the frac-
ture (Figure 3.6). The nature of these changes depended on the fracture aperture. At
very small apertures swarms tended to expand significantly along the fracture plane


























































































Figure 3.4.: The percentage of swarms that bifurcated as a function of fracture aper-
ture in parallel (A-C) and single walls (D). (A) Glass beads in water, (B) polystyrene
























































































(1mm, 2.5mm apertures). In the large aperture regime (20mm, 40mm apertures)
swarm expansion and deceleration was also significant even though the overall swarm
velocity was higher due to the reduced drag forces. However, in the enhanced trans-
port regime (5mm, 10mm apertures) both swarm expansion and deceleration were
low, resulting in swarms that were narrower and faster than either the low or high
aperture cases.
These results highlight an important feature of swarm mechanics; swarms are
collections of particles that display emergent behavior. As a result, swarms interact
with a boundary differently than a single particle. The particles in a swarm are
partially trapped in the internal circulating currents (Figure 1.5) which change in
time as the swarm particles change positions relative to each other. Boundaries inhibit
this free evolution, placing additional limits on particle motion. Additionally, each
particle in the swarm interacts with the wall to a slightly different degree. Particles
on the edge of the swarm experience a greater force than particles in the center.
This leads to a modification in the circulating currents that characterize unconfined
particle swarm evolution (Figure 1.5).
Differences in confinement arising from two orthogonal forces similar to those
outlined in equation 1.13 are hypothesized to be the cause of the enhanced transport
regime. In very small apertures, swarms are dominated by the tangential drag from
the wall (equation 1.13a). As the aperture increases the swarm becomes controlled
not by drag but by confinement. Confining forces maintain swarm density and affect
swarm geometry, causing swarms to fall faster (Figure 3.2) and maintain cohesion
(Figure 3.4). This is supported by the observation that in the optimal range swarms
bifurcated only parallel to the YZ plane. At sufficiently large apertures both the
confinement and drag forces are negligible and the unconfined behavior is reclaimed
(Figure 1.4), including bifurcation along any axis.
Another hypothesis is inspired by the falling ball viscometer (Section 1.3.1). The
fractures in these experiments are finite in extent (rather than the infinite planes






















































Figure 3.6.: Swarm properties vs. depth for representative polystyrene-water swarms
over a selection of apertures in the uniform aperture fracture. (A) Speed and (B)
Swarm Width.
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falling sphere, the finite nature of the fracture means that swarms could interact with
the (distant, but not infinitely so) bulk fluid in some way. This explanation will be
more thoroughly explored in Section 3.2.
As collections of particles, swarms respond differently to induced flows than a
single particle. Any object moving through a fluid must displace that fluid. This
displacement results in fluid motion far from the source of the disturbance (theoret-
ically infinite, practically finite). It is this disturbance that creates swarm behavior
in the first place. Reflections of the disturbance off of boundaries result in the mod-
ified forces shown in Figure 1.9 (equation 1.14). The induced fluid motion depends
strongly on the composition and geometry (density, size, etc.) of the disturbing ob-
ject. Particle swarms create disturbances that are on the same order of magnitude as
the swarm size (mm) rather than the particle size (µm), as demonstrated by the long
range of the wall effects (> 1000 ∗ particle radius). However, the reverse is not true.
The flow modified by the boundaries interacts not with a millimeter-scale swarm but
with a micron-scale particle. This asymmetry breaks the expected theory, and leads
to complex behavior.
3.1.3 Single Smooth Wall
Swarm behavior was mostly unaffected by a single planar wall. Regardless of the
distance from the wall, swarms displayed properties that were essentially the same
as in an open tank. This can be explained in terms of confinement. Since swarms
are only confined on one side they are free to expand asymmetrically away from the
wall and destabilize. As a result, swarms traveling near a single wall bifurcated in
nearly 100% of experiments (Figure 3.4d), in sharp contrast to the the swarms that
were released into a parallel fracture (Figures 3.4a & b). In addition, swarm speeds
(Figure 3.7a) were mostly unaffected by the distance from the wall due to the greatly
reduced wall effects.
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Figure 3.7.: Swarm properties at bifurcation for glass-water swarms as a function of
aperture for different fracture styles (see Figure 2.2). Lines to guide the eyes.
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3.2 Additional Fracture Edge Boundaries
Swarms were also investigated by creating additional confining effects along the
edges of the fracture (Figure 2.4). The edge boundaries controlled the paths which
fluid could use to exit the fracture, testing the effect of swarm interactions with the
bulk fluid. These experiments were performed using silicone oil and soda-lime glass
beads (Table 2.2).
Swarm behavior was greatly modified by the presence of the edge boundaries,
shown in Figure 3.8 for two different fixed depths 30mm (∼1/3 of the fracture) and
60mm (∼2/3 of the fracture).
The addition of sides to the fracture (Figure 2.4a) resulted in an enhanced trans-
port range that was wider than in the standard uniform aperture fracture but equal
in magnitude (Figure 3.8). Additionally, the large aperture “unconfined” velocity
was greater by a factor of ∼2. This occurred at both 30 and 60mm and is significant
because it demonstrates that swarms respond to very distant boundaries (the side
boundaries are equivalent to a 100mm aperture).
In fractures with bottoms (Figure 2.4b) the enhanced transport regime was re-
duced in magnitude and shifted to a lower aperture, centered on 20mm instead of
30mm as in the standard fracture. The shifted enhanced transport range was only
observed in the upper portion of the fracture (Figure 3.8a). Even though the lower
boundary was ∼70mm away, swarms still responded to it. In the lower portion of the
fracture, the closer proximity of the bottom boundary exerted an even greater effect
on the swarm and eliminated the enhanced transport regime (Figure 3.8b).
In fully closed fractures (Figure 2.4c) the enhanced transport regime was com-
pletely eliminated for both locations (Figure 3.8). The swarm velocity matched the
expected behavior for a single particle between two infinite parallel plates (Figure 1.9).
These experiments demonstrate the long range of the swarm induced flows dis-
cussed in the previous section (Section 3.1.2). The dramatic changes in swarm speed
observed by adding edge boundaries to the fracture indicate that swarm induced flows
50
















































Figure 3.8.: The velocity of swarms at fixed depths as a function of fracture aperture.
Swarms composed of glass beads in silicone oil. Lines to guide the eyes.
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extend into the bulk fluid outside the fracture. By adding boundaries, this long range
flow was modified, changing the behavior of the swarm.
These results demonstrate the feature of fluid mechanics that was discussed in
Section 1.3.1, that boundaries modify induced flow and even distant boundaries affect
measurements. While the effects of distant boundaries asymptotes to nearly zero
(Figure 1.9), due to the small size of the particles composing the swarm even small
changes in applied force can result in significant differences in behavior.
3.3 Variable Aperture Fractures
Several different variable aperture fractures were investigated to study the effects
of aperture variation on particle swarm behavior. These included a converging frac-
ture (Figure 2.2b), a diverging fracture (Figure 2.2c), and two different rough fractures
(Figure 2.6). Variable fracture geometries resulted in dramatic changes in swarm evo-
lution. Since variable aperture fractures by definition have non-uniform apertures,
aperture will refer to the point of minimum separation in each fracture (i.e. aperture
= 0mm refers to the point at which the two blocks composing the fracture are in
contact). All experiments were performed in water using either glass or polystyrene
particles (Tables 2.2 & 2.3).
3.3.1 Converging Fracture
In the converging fracture (Figure 2.2b) the most interesting results were ob-
served with swarms made from polystyrene beads. Glass bead swarms went through
all of the stages of swarm evolution (Figure 1.4) while still within the upper portion
of the fracture. As a result, the glass-water swarm properties (speed, bifurcation
distance, anisotropy) are very similar to those observed in the open tank (See Fig-
ures 3.7a & 3.7b). Additionally, since the swarms had already completely bifurcated
upon reaching the narrow portion of the fracture, it was impossible to determine if
the transition had any impact on swarm evolution.
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Figure 3.9 demonstrates many of the important features from the polystyrene
experiments in the converging fracture. This figure is a composite of several different
experiments at different apertures shown at fixed time steps (20s). In the upper
portion of the fracture swarm behavior is very uniform, with swarms having similar
velocities and morphology. As swarms approach the converging-uniform transition
differences in aperture become more significant, with swarms in smaller apertures
decelerating. At the transition point swarms in the smallest apertures (< 1mm) are
blocked and bifurcate along the fracture plane while swarms in larger apertures freely
enter the fracture.
Swarms made of polystyrene beads behaved similarly across most measured aper-
tures while in the upper portion of the fracture (Depth . 50mm), traveling with
similar speeds and topologies (Figures 3.9, 3.10a, 3.11). This was not unexpected
because the walls were sufficiently far apart that swarms were traveling in a mostly
unconfined regime for most of this region. Interestingly, the converging fracture pro-
vides a useful example of the difference between “mostly” and “actually” unconfined.
At large apertures (≥ 30mm), swarm speeds were comparable to those observed for
the same apertures in the uniform fracture (Figure 3.10a), which was a reduction rel-
ative to smaller apertures (≤ 30mm). Even though the absolute aperture was large,
swarms were still confined and influenced by the fracture, resulting in an enhanced
transport regime.
The primary difference between the enhanced transport regime in the uniform
and converging fractures was the behavior at small apertures (aperture ≤ swarm di-
ameter). Due to the large apertures in the converging fracture the drag and other
confining forces (equation 1.13) are are reduced compared to the uniform fracture.
As a result, swarm velocities are not suppressed to the same degree as in the uni-
form fracture. Additionally, the more distance boundaries do not induce “smear-
ing” bifurcations along the fracture walls. Instead bifurcations were induced by the
converging-uniform transition. In these small apertures swarms decelerated dramat-
ically (Figure 3.11a, < 2.5mm) while simultaneously expanding along the fracture
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Figure 3.9.: A side by side comparison showing how swarms traveled through various
apertures in a converging fracture at fixed time steps (20s). Polystyrene particles.
False Color.
plane (Figures 3.11b & 3.13) and were prevented from entering the uniform por-
tion of the fracture. In the enhanced transport regime, swarms were not halted and
continued their evolution, with most eventually bifurcating farther into the fracture
(Figures 3.12b & 3.14) while experiencing less deceleration (Figure 3.11a, > 5mm).
Swarms in the converging portion of the fracture were occasionally observed to
bifurcate normal to the fracture plane. This was not unexpected, as the overall
aperture was large enough to support this behavior. However, at sufficiently small
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Figure 3.10.: Speed of polystyrene-water swarms as a function of aperture for different












































































Figure 3.11.: Swarm properties vs. depth for representative polystyrene-water swarms










































Figure 3.12.: Swarm properties at bifurcation for polystyrene-water swarms as a
function of aperture for different fracture styles (see Figure 2.2). Lines to guide the
eyes.
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Figure 3.13.: An image of a swarm expanding along the transition point in the con-






















Figure 3.14.: Percent of bifurcating swarms in the converging fracture (Figure 2.2b).
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apertures (Aperture ≤ 2 ∗ Swarm Diameter) a normal-axis bifurcation that began
in the converging region would be halted by the transition to the uniform region.
Swarms that were beginning to bifurcate reformed instead and bifurcated along the
fracture plane farther down the channel.
Polystyrene swarms in the converging fracture displayed an enhanced transport
regime that was modified by the variable fracture geometry. Even though much of the
swarm evolution occurred in a region with wide apertures, swarm interactions with the
boundaries displayed significant long range effects, demonstrating the susceptibility
of swarms to even distant restrictions in flow path.
3.3.2 Diverging Fracture
The sudden loss of confinement in the diverging fracture (Figure 2.2c) often re-
sulted in dramatic changes in swarm morphology. Upon reaching the diverging por-
tion of the fracture, many swarms would suddenly change shape (Figure 3.16a to b,
also Figure 3.15b) and accelerate (Figure 3.15a). This change was termed “falling
over” due to the fact that swarms appeared to remain torii that were rotated and
oriented along a different axis (Figure 3.16c). Instead of expanding along the fracture
plane, swarms that fell over expanded normal to the fracture plane and shrank along
the fracture. The sudden acceleration corresponding to a decrease in swarm cross
section reinforces the concept that swarm geometry has a large impact on swarm
speed.
As was the case in both the converging and uniform fractures, at large apertures (≥
30) swarms in the diverging fracture demonstrated unconfined behavior, bifurcating
as expected (Figure 3.17) and appearing to be unaffected by the presence of the
boundary. In smaller apertures, the behavior of swarms in the uniform portion of
the diverging fracture was markedly different than swarms in the uniform aperture
fracture. In both cases swarms were released into a uniform aperture region and





































































Figure 3.15.: Swarm properties vs. depth for representative polystyrene-water swarms
over a selection of apertures in the diverging fracture. (A) Speed and (B) Swarm
Width.
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Figure 3.16.: Swarms in the diverging fracture began as a normal sphere/torus (a).
Upon reaching the diverging portion of the fracture the swarm would rotate (b). A
side view of b is shown in (c). False Color
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However, the speeds of swarms in the uniform portion of the diverging fracture were
much higher than in the uniform aperture fracture (Figure 3.10a). Furthermore,
unlike swarms in the uniform aperture fracture which tended to decelerate over time
(Figure 3.6a), swarms in the uniform portion of the diverging fracture would accelerate
or maintain constant speeds (Figure 3.15a). This is interesting because it further
demonstrates (as in Section 3.2) that swarms respond to fracture features that are
distant (divergence) even while in the presence of a more dominant confining effect
(close uniform boundaries). In other words the resistance to swarm transport is not






















Figure 3.17.: Percentage of bifurcating swarms in the diverging fracture (Figure 2.2c).
3.3.3 Rough Fractures
The converging and diverging fractures used in the previous sections were very
useful in building a physical understanding of how swarms respond to variations in
fracture aperture. It is apparent that swarms respond very strongly to variable aper-
ture fractures and even distant transitions in confinement. However, real fractures
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are far more complex; containing regions with both converging and diverging fea-
tures, non-uniform fracture planes, non-symmetric topology, dominant flow paths,
etc. These features will result in dynamic swarm behavior as swarms respond to the
highly varied nature of a rough fracture.
Fractures 1 and 2 (Figure 2.6) were used to determine the effects of wall roughness
on swarm behavior. Even though Fractures 1 and 2 are essentially negatives of each
other, in practice the asperities in the regions surrounding the swarm release point
are quite different (Figures 3.18b & 3.19b) since the swarms are not released in the
exact center of the fracture. In both fractures, swarms were released at horizontal
positions of ∼20mm at depths of ∼5mm.
Fracture 1 has minimal asperity variation along a typical swarm path (Figure 3.18b).
The asperity variation along this path is only 2mm until a depth of 65mm (Fig-
ure 3.18c) and the majority of this variation occurs in the very upper portion (depth
< 20mm) of the fracture. This variation is also not a uniform increase or decrease
as in the converging/diverging fractures (Figure 2.2). Instead it is a series of small
asperity changes in an otherwise uniform path. Additionally, since the asperity height
is relatively small (2−3mm) compared to the maximum asperity height of 6mm there
is always at least a 3mm channel for a swarm to travel through, which is sufficient
space for the swarm to evolve and bifurcate. Eventually the fracture closes off with
a chain of large asperity peaks. These peaks run over nearly the entire length of the
recorded window and present a major obstacle to a swarm’s motion.
In contrast, the asperity height of Fracture 2 (Figure 3.19b) varies greatly along
typical swarm paths. Swarms begin in a highly confined region (Figure 3.19c, label
a). Not only is the asperity height large (∼4.5mm, leading to a 1.5mm channel), but
there is also a large peak immediately to the left of the release point. This means that
a swarm is not only confined by a small aperture fracture as in Section 3.1 but will
also be confined along the fracture plane by the nearby large peak. After this highly
confined region, the fracture aperture increases dramatically; reaching apertures of









































Figure 3.18.: A collection of plots related to Fracture 1. (left) Swarm velocity
vs. depth, (center) a contour plot of asperity height marked with a typical swarm
path, (right) a graph of asperity height along the swarm path. Labels denote points
of interest (a) Mild deceleration due to low levels of confinement, (b) deceleration due













































Figure 3.19.: A collection of plots related to Fracture 2. (left) Swarm velocity
vs. depth, (center) a contour plot of asperity height marked with a typical swarm
path, (right) a graph of asperity height along the swarm path. Labels denote points
of interest (a) Deceleration due to strong confinement, (b) acceleration due to fracture
opening, (c) swarm decelerates in response to approaching asperity peak, (d) swarm
avoids asperity peak by reorganizing, and (e) swarm travels in open region.
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85mm and a horizontal position of 26mm (Figure 3.19b) is an obstacle to swarm flow.
However, unlike Fracture 1, this obstacle does not stretch over the entire width of the
window. There is a substantial open region immediately to the left of this peak that
swarms are able to travel through easily.
Since both fractures had substantial asperity peaks along the primary swarm
paths, swarm responses to this type of feature were investigated. Swarms responded
to each fracture differently (Figure 3.20). In Fracture 1 swarms were likely to bifur-
cate around the asperity peak while in Fracture 2 swarms would change shape and
avoid the obstacle. This was a direct result of the different physical dimensions of
the peaks in each fracture. Since the asperity peak in Fracture 2 had a smaller hor-
izontal dimension, and there was an optimal flow path immediately adjacent to the
peak, swarms were reorganized to avoid the peak (Figure 3.20right, label e), leading
to swarm evolutions that are similar in appearance to the “falling over” that was
observed in the diverging fracture. Of course, the physical cause of this behavior is
unlikely to be the same. In the diverging fracture the cause of “falling over” was a
sudden loss of confinement while in Fracture 2 the cause is swarms reorganization in
response to an obstacle. At small apertures Fracture 1 displayed similar behavior to
the converging fracture, i.e. upon reaching an impassable obstacle the swarm began
bifurcating. However, since the blockage was not uniform across the entire fracture
swarm motion was not completely halted. The bifurcated swarm halves were able to
travel through the wider portions of the fracture adjacent to the peak.
The large asperity peak at the top of Fracture 2 (Figure 3.19b) also influenced
the evolution of particle swarms. Due to its large size and height it confined a swarm
along the fracture plane. Swarms traveling near this peak did not appear to form a
torus with a hollow center (Figure 1.4b) and instead traveled in a more “blob-like”
manner. The half of the swarm farthest from the peak traveled faster and dragged
the rest of the swarm with it (Figure 3.20right, labels b & c), preventing the normal
swarm behavior.
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Figure 3.20.: Composite image showing the dominant swarm response to Fracture 1
left and Fracture 2 right. Swarms in Fracture 1 tended to bifurcate while swarms in
Fracture 2 did not. The aperture in both images is 0mm. Labels correspond to those
in Figure 3.18 (left) and Figure 3.19 (right).
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Swarm behavior was strongly controlled by the varying aperture of the rough
walled fractures. Major fracture features may be inferred by examining graphs of ve-
locity vs depth (Figures 3.18a & 3.19a). Swarms naturally decelerate (or remain at a
steady velocity) as they fall in uniform aperture fractures (Figure 3.6a) and aperture
variations were observed to dramatically change this behavior (Figures 3.11a & 3.15a)
depending on whether the fracture was opening or closing. In a rough fracture de-
tectable swarm velocity responses to fracture asperity variation must take one of two
forms. Swarms will either accelerate, likely indicating a change in swarm morphology
due to changes in confinement, or decelerate, indicating that the swarm is approach-
ing some type of obstacle like a narrow portion of the fracture. Any of these responses
should reduce in magnitude as the fracture wall separation is increased because the
aperture variation caused by the fracture roughness becomes less significant at large
apertures.
In Fracture 1, swarms did not display large variations in velocity (Figure 3.18a),
decelerating gradually for most of the length of the fracture. This was not unexpected
because the asperity variations over most of Fracture 1 were fairly minimal. While
Fracture 1 is far from smooth, most of its features are too small in size to appreciably
effect swarm behavior. Only the large asperity peak, beginning at a depth of 65mm
was large enough to significantly affect swarm velocity and behavior. The deceler-
ations corresponding to this peak and the bifurcations that it induced are clearly
visible (Figures 3.18 & 3.20left, label c).
As one would expect from its more varied geometry, swarm velocity responses to
Fracture 2 are more significant (Figure 3.19a). Swarms initially decelerated through
the highly confined upper portion of the fracture (Figure 3.19, label a). However,
as the fracture aperture increased at a depth of 25 − 30mm swarms began to no-
ticeably accelerate due both to the loss in confinement (Figure 3.19, label b) and
a dramatic change in swarm morphology (Figure 3.20right, label b). However, un-
like the diverging fracture (Section 3.3.2), the morphology change is a result of the
swarm following the dominant flow path rather than a response to loss of confine-
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ment. This acceleration continued until the swarm reached the widest portion of the
fracture (Figure 3.19, label c) where the velocity of the swarm plateaued for a time.
As swarms approached the lower asperity peak they began to decelerate (Figure 3.19,
label d) and flatten (Figure 3.20right, label d). The deceleration began while swarms
were still well within the widest portion of the fracture, indicating that swarms are
able to detect obstructions at a range of 10 or more mm. At this obstruction swarms
tended to reform themselves into long narrow orientations as they avoided the peak,
resulting in acceleration (Figures 3.19 & 3.20right, label e).
Just as in the converging and diverging geometries, swarms in rough walled frac-
tures were strongly influenced by variations in fracture aperture. Increasing and
decreasing levels of confinement resulted in changing swarm geometry and speed that
are directly attributable to fracture features (asperity height/distribution). Due to
their collective nature swarms were able to change shape and avoid asperity peaks,
either by bifurcating around them (Figure 3.20left) or reorganizing and avoiding the
peak entirely (Figure 3.20right). The velocity of swarms was also affected by frac-
ture features, with swarms accelerating and decelerating in response to the changing
confinement of the fracture (Figures 3.18 & 3.19).
3.4 Numerical Simulations
To better understand the experimental results several different models were at-
tempted. The first method was a particle based model inspired by the literature
[9–11, 14] in which the hydrodynamic interactions between particles were calculated
with an added drag force from the walls. The second method was a finite element
model using COMSOL Multiphysics R© in which the experimental system was analyzed
as a two-phase fluid system.
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3.4.1 Particle Based Models
To improve understanding of the effects of a boundary on particle swarm evolution,
a simulation based on equations 1.11, 1.13b and 1.15 was created and run for a large
set of initial conditions. The singularity in equation 1.11 is resolved by the addition
of the factor () which is on the order of the particle radius (a) such that r = r + .
































Unlike the experimental result for uniform aperture fractures, there is no observ-
able optimal range in the simulation results (compare Figures 3.2 and 3.21). The
simulation results are quite similar to a step function. At small apertures (aperture
< unconfined swarm diameter) the swarm is dominated by tangential drag, just as
in the experiments. However, the confinement effect observed in the experiments are
not observed in the simulations. Instead, at apertures ≈ swarm diameter the swarm
immediately transitions to an essentially unconfined regime unaffected by the walls.
Additionally, there is no quantitative agreement between the experiments and
numerical model. The bifurcation distances and speeds are an order of magnitude
greater in the simulation than in the experiments. This is partly due to using larger
particles in the simulation (12µm radius instead of 4µm). Large particles were used
so that more particles could be included in the simulation. Since particle swarms are



















Figure 3.21.: The speed at bifurcation for simulations performed at different fracture




























Figure 3.22.: The depth at which swarms bifurcated for simulations performed at
different fracture apertures and number of particles. Lines to guide the eyes.
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In hindsight, the failure of the model to reproduce the experimental results is
unsurprising. While the general behavior of particle swarms is reproducible with this
method of numerical simulation [9–11, 14–17] it is apparent from the vastly inflated
swarm velocities that an important component is missing. Also, the use of a single-
particle wall approximation (equations 1.13b & 1.15) was likely in error. Not only
because the approximation assumes that there is only a single interacting object
(incorrectly neglecting the other thousands of particles) but also because it is an
infinite boundary approximation. It is clear from the experimental results that the
finite nature of the experiment is significant due to the long range of the swarm
induced flows (Section 3.2) which enables the swarms to sense the resistance of the
transport path (Section 3.3). A correct determination of swarm-wall interactions
would likely require multiple particles as an initial assumption; a feat which is beyond
the scope of this thesis.
3.4.2 COMSOL R© Modeling
With the COMSOL R© models, the goal was not to determine the effect of bound-
aries on particle behavior but rather to evaluate the effect of boundaries on swarm
induced flow. To that end the swarm was replaced with a fluid droplet and the fluid
parameters for both the bulk and droplet were defined to match those from Sec-
tion 3.1.1 (Table 2.2). An attempt to model the full experimental setup (Figure 2.5)
met with minimal success as models with sufficiently fine meshes required more com-
putational power than was available. This was mostly due to the large size of the
experimental space. Instead, a system with rotational symmetry was investigated
using several different boundary geometries and distances. A diagram of this model
space is given in figure 3.23.
In the cylindrical model, three different boundary styles were investigated: (1) an
open cylinder, (2) an open cylinder with a 1 mm slot cut out, (3) an open cylinder with





















































Figure 3.24.: Properties of droplet vs. time for open cylinders with different radii. (a)
Position, (b) Speed.
cylinder radii had an effect on the speed of a single droplet (Figure 3.24b), with drops
in larger radii cylinders traveling more quickly than in small radii cylinders. The ad-
dition and removal of boundaries also affected droplet speed (Figure 3.25). In general
droplets traveled the fastest in the slotted cylinders and the slowest in the cylinder
closed on the bottom. However, at larger apertures the separation between the three
cases began to vanish. In the 1mm radius cylinder the difference in speed between
the cutout cylinder and the closed bottom cylinder was a fairly uniform ∼0.06mm/s
(Figure 3.25a). By contrast, in the 3mm radius cylinder the difference in speed was
∼0.02mm/s until the droplet came close to the lower boundary (Figure 3.25c). This
radius dependent effect means that even though the droplet is moving faster in a
larger radius cylinder its motion is less inhibited by the presence of a bottom. This
is likely one of the contributing factors behind the shifting of the enhanced transport
range observed in the uniform fracture with a bottom (Figure 3.8).
The most important observation from the COMSOL R© models was that the droplet
induced fluid flow extends into the bulk fluid and induced circulation around the
internal boundary. In the open cylinder, the fluid moved by the droplet exited the




































































Figure 3.25.: Droplet speed vs. time for the different boundary conditions at several
cylinder radii (a) 1mm, (b) 2mm, and (c) 3mm.
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(a) Open Cylinder (b) Cylinder With Slot (c) Cylinder With Bottom
Figure 3.26.: COMSOL R© model showing streamlines for several different boundary
conditions. 3mm cylinder radius.
opening (Figure 3.26a). When a slot was placed in the center of the inner cylinder the
fluid also used this channel as part of the flow circulation (Figure 3.26b). Fluid either
exited or entered the channel depending on the location of the droplet. Closing off
the bottom of the cylindrical channel had the effect of separating the droplet from the
external bulk fluid (Figure 3.26c). For this case, the droplet induced fluid circulation
was entirely contained within the closed cylindrical channel. The chaotic streamlines
“observed” outside the channel in Figure 3.26c are computational artifacts arising
from slightly non-zero values of velocity (< O(10−15)µm/s).
Velocities were investigated in time at several different locations within the simu-


























Figure 3.27.: A sketch showing the locations of the investigated points (right) along
with a table of their coordinates (left). The dashed line indicates the slot cut into
the cylinder.
the channel (Points 2 & 3 ), induced back-flow around the channel (Points 8 & 9 ),
induced flow far from the droplet (Points 1 & 7 ), flow in and out of the slot (Point
5 ), and flow around the top and bottom of the channel (Points 4 & 6 ).
Flow at Points 4, 5, & 6 depended on the channel geometry. In the open cylinder,
induced flow around the top and bottom of the wall was approximately uniform in
time (Figure 3.28a, c). This was not surprising as the volume of fluid moved by the
drop should be constant in time due to the steady speed of the drop (Figure 3.25c).
Due to the presence of the channel wall, flow through Point 5 was impossible in the
open cylinder.
The additional flow path due to the cutout slots dramatically changed the induced
flows, most obviously by allowing fluid to travel through Point 5 (Figures 3.27 & 3.28b).
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Flow through Point 5 depended on the location of the droplet. When the droplet
was above the slot fluid flowed outward (v > 0). However, once the droplet reached
the slot (t ≈ 5s) this flow switched directions, with the bulk fluid moving into the
channel instead. The flow rate depended on the size of the cutout, the 2mm cutout
had faster inflow rates than the 1mm slot. The cutout slots also had an effect on
the induced fluid speed at the top and bottom of the channel. Once the droplet was
in the lower portion of the channel, the induced fluid speed at Point 4 (Figure 3.27)
increased dramatically relative to the open cylinder (Figure 3.28a). At the same time,
due to the inflow at Point 5, flow around the top of the channel (Point 4 ) decreased
significantly (Figure 3.28c).
Cylinders closed on the bottom had no induced measurable fluid motion at any of
the points outside the channel (Points 1, 4-9 ). The bottom completely isolated the
fluid inside channel from the fluid outside the channel.
Inside the channel (Figure 3.27, Points 2 & 3 ) the radially induced flow was not
modified by changes to the channel geometry (Figure 3.29a, b). However, the induced
vertical flows were significantly influenced by channel geometry (Figure 3.29c, d).
While the induced flows are quantitatively different, qualitatively they are quite sim-
ilar; appearing in most cases to be shifted by some constant value relative to the
bottom case (black lines in Figure 3.29). This shifting is best explained by the pres-
ence of the global fluid circulation. When the droplet is far from the investigated
point (Figure 3.29c, t < 10s and Figure 3.29d, t > 10s) the induced fluid velocity
asymptotes to zero in the bottom case. The other boundaries asymptote to different
values that depend on the inflow rate. At Point 3 (Figure 3.29d), the relevant inflow
rate is shown in Figure 3.28c (i.e. the inflow around the top of the channel). The
open channel case has the most inflow and consequently the fastest asymptote veloc-
ity (−5µm/s), the channel with the 2mm slot has the least inflow and the slowest
asymptote velocity (−2µm/s). In the lower portion of the fracture (Point 2 ), the
inflow is far more complicated (Figure 3.29c, depending on inflow from the cutout









































































Figure 3.28.: Radial fluid speed as a function of time for several different boundary
geometries. (a) Point 4, (b) Point 5, and (c) Point 6.
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Figure 3.29.: Fluid speed as a function of time for several different boundary geome-
tries inside the channel.
In this case the significant inflow through the 2mm cutout dramatically changes the
fluid speed inside the channel.
The induced fluid speed outside the channel (Figure 3.27, Points 8 & 9 ) had be-
haviors that were nearly identical to those at Points 4 & 6 (Compare Figures 3.28 & 3.30).















































Figure 3.30.: Vertical fluid speed as a function of time for several different boundary
geometries outside the channel. (a) Point 8 and (b) Point 9.
fluid near Point 9 will eventually travel to Point 6, based on the streamlines (Fig-
ure 3.26).
Channel geometry even affected fluid motion far from the droplet and outside the
channel (Figure 3.27, Points 1 & 7 ). As before (Figures 3.28 & 3.30), the droplet
induced fluid velocity was fairly constant in the open cylinder system (Figure 3.31).
This was not the case when slots were cut into the channel wall. Once the droplet
reached the slot (t∼5s) the induced fluid velocity began increasing dramatically at
these points (Figure 3.31). This occurred even though Points 1 & 7 were ∼8 & 10mm
away from the droplet and well outside the channel, demonstrating the effect of
boundaries on fluid motion at even distant locations (see also Section 1.3.1).
These models were useful in reinforcing the conclusions drawn from the experi-
mental results. They showed that an object falling in a partially enclosed channel
can generate fluid motion that extends beyond the boundaries of the channel. In a
finite fracture connected to a bulk fluid, induced flows can exit the bottom of the frac-
ture and circulate back around to the top (Figure 3.26a). Moreover, modifying the
boundaries of the channel has significant effects on the background speeds in the bulk


















































Figure 3.31.: Vertical fluid speed as a function of time for several different boundary
geometries far from the droplet. (a) Point 1 and (b) Point 7.
combined with the results from Section 3.2 (Figure 3.8) indicates the importance of
swarm induced fluid motion to the behavior of particle swarms.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
4.1 Conclusions
Over 1300 experiments were conducted on the behavior of particle swarms in
confining geometries. Several fracture geometries that provided different amounts of
confinement were investigated (Figures 2.2 & 2.4), using different fluids and particles
(Tables 2.1 & 2.2), for a wide range of fracture apertures (Tables 2.3 & 2.4). As
collections of small particles, swarms display behavior that is very different from single
particles. The most obvious difference is that swarms evolve as they fall (Figure 1.4).
This means that while swarms may appear to behave as a single cohesive unit, it is
incorrect to attempt to describe them in this way especially as it pertains to the effect
of boundaries and confinement on swarm behavior.
In uniform aperture fractures (Figure 2.2a, Section 3.1) a range of apertures exists
in which particle swarm transport is enhanced relative to an unconfined condition
(Figure 3.2). This enhanced transport regime arises primarily from the fact that a
macroscopic particle swarm is in fact a collection of microscopic constituents. As a
result, swarms interact with boundaries in ways that are fundamentally distinct from
the single solid/fluid/gaseous objects that are most often the subject of these types
of studies.
Additional boundaries were placed on the edges of the uniform aperture fracture
(Figure 2.4) to understand the underlying principles of the enhanced transport regime.
The boundaries had the effect of modifying the swarm-induced hydrodynamic distur-
bances and either shifted or eliminated the enhanced transport regime (Figure 3.8).
These experiments also demonstrated the extreme susceptibility of particle swarms
to even minor hydrodynamic disturbances, as qualified by the very distant fracture
boundaries causing significant changes in swarm behavior. The side boundaries were
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∼50mm (33 swarm radii) away from the swarm center and still had a significant effect
on the velocity of particle swarms. As was expected based on theory (Equation 1.13b)
the lower boundary was even more important, nearly eliminating the enhanced trans-
port regime even at distances of 70mm (47 swarm radii) from the swarm center.
Both of these are in sharp contrast to the single particle case (Figure 3.1) in which
the effect of boundaries had nearly vanished for boundaries 20mm (13 swarm radii,
aperture 40mm) from the swarm center. These effects are potentially attributed to
two mechanisms: (1) swarms induce large hydrodynamic disturbances or (2) swarm
reorganization in response to any hydrodynamic disturbances. Swarms are unlikely
to be inducing larger hydrodynamic disturbances than single particles since swarms
travel much more slowly than a single fluid drop (compare Figures 3.1 & 3.8) and
hydrodynamic effects are dependent on speed (equations 1.6 & 1.15). It follows that
these long ranged and significant boundary effects are due to microscopic swarm par-
ticles being more strongly influenced by hydrodynamic disturbances than larger par-
ticles would be (as would be expected from Newton’s Laws), extending the influence
of boundaries to much larger ranges.
Variable fracture geometries (Figures 2.2, & 2.3, Section 3.3) were also investi-
gated to determine how changing boundary conditions (increasing and decreasing
confinement) effect swarm behavior. Swarms traveling through variable aperture
geometries displayed a variety of unique behaviors that were not seen in the uni-
form aperture fractures (with and without additional boundaries). These behaviors
highlighted the ability of swarms to change shape in response to changing boundary
conditions. In the converging fracture (Figure 2.2b) swarms responded to the sud-
den increase in confinement at the converging-uniform transition by slowing down
significantly (Figure 3.11a) and expanding along the fracture plane (Figure 3.13).
The reduction in confinement in the diverging fracture (Figure 2.2c) caused swarms
to suddenly expand along the newly liberated axis, resulting in a behavior that was
termed “falling over” (Figure 3.16). In rough fractures (Figure 2.3), the constant
changes in fracture aperture and the additional confinement axis caused dynamic
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swarm behavior. Swarms changed shapes in response to the different features in the
fracture (Figures 3.18b & 3.19b), either avoiding obstacles entirely (Figure 3.20right)
or bifurcating around them (Figure 3.20left). These changes in swarm geometry,
combined with changes in the fracture, caused swarm velocities to vary significantly
along the swarms path (Figures 3.18a & 3.19a).
Taken together, these results demonstrate that particle swarms respond to bound-
aries in ways that are distinct from a single particle. This means that while it makes
intuitive sense to attempt to approximate swarms between boundaries as if the swarm
was a single particle, to do so is fundamentally in error. Swarms may appear to be
a cohesive entity, however, they are in fact collections and must be treated as such.
The collective nature of particle swarms has important consequences for swarm in-
teractions with both the bulk fluid and any boundaries that exist.
The first consequence is that swarms are free to change geometry in ways that
single objects cannot. Barring chemical reactions, a solid spherical object traveling in
a Stokes regime (Re 1, equations 1.3, 1.4) is incapable of changing its shape by, for
example, flattening itself into a disc. However, particle swarms display this behavior
as a matter of course (Figure 1.4b). Even fluid/gaseous droplets are held to spherical
shapes by surface tension, which can require significant force to overcome. Particle
swarms are held together only by the hydrodynamic interactions between particles
(equation 1.11). These interactions are more easily interrupted and modified by
boundaries than chemical bonds and surface tension.
Second, the collective nature of particle swarms breaks the symmetry of particle-
wall interactions. In an ordinary single object case, a falling object creates a hy-
drodynamic disturbance that extends large distances through the fluid (Figure 3.26).
When these disturbances interact with a boundary, they are modified dramatically
based on the geometry of the wall (Figures 3.28, 3.29, 3.30, & 3.31). Ordinarily the
long range circulation patterns are far too small, with speeds on the order of 1µm/s,
to significantly change the behavior of the disturbing object (speeds on the order of
100µm/s, see Figure 3.25) resulting in the expected hydrodynamic drag that decays
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as the wall separation increases (Figures 1.9 & 3.1). However, with particle swarms
the original hydrodynamic disturbance arises from a collection of objects. This col-
lection creates a disturbance on the order of the size of the collection (order of mm)
rather than the sizes of the components (order of µm). The boundary modified flows
do not exclusively interact with the collective swarm, but also with the individual par-
ticles that comprise it. As a result the particle-particle interactions are modified by
the swarm-wall interaction, resulting in macroscopically observable changes in swarm
behavior. This manifests in several different ways depending on the geometry of the
boundary: the enhanced transport range (Figure 3.2), blocking (Figure 3.9), “falling
over” (Figure 3.16), induced bifurcations (Figure 3.20), and others.
Finally, the particles in swarms do not exclusively travel oriented with gravity
(Figures 1.1 & 1.5). Unlike a single particle which will (barring flow) exclusively travel
in the direction of gravity with a uniform steady state velocity, a swarm’s particle-
particle interactions result in particle velocities that are constantly changing and have
components that are oriented normal to gravity. As a result, boundaries will also
impart confinement forces on the particles in the swarm. These forces will suppress
the expansion of a particle swarm, changing their evolution. This feature of swarms
is demonstrated in the dramatic response to the reduction in confinement in the
diverging fracture (Figure 3.16) and also by the suppression of X-Z axis (Figure 2.5)
bifurcations at small apertures.
4.2 Future Directions
As is always the case with scientific inquiry the ending of an experiment leaves
the curious mind with further questions. This investigation into the behavior of
particle swarms in confined geometries is no different. The unexpected existence of
the enhanced transport regime (Section 3.1) and subsequent failure of the models
to reproduce it (Section 3.4), the effects of side and bottom boundaries on particle
swarm velocity (Section 3.2), and swarm responses to aperture variation (Section 3.3)
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all inspire additional experiments and areas of theoretical study to better understand
particle interactions in fluids.
The failure of the models to accurately recreate both the velocities of swarms and
the enhanced transport regime demonstrate shortcomings in current theory especially
as it pertains to collections of particles. Further extensions of the Navier-Stokes
equation (equation 1.2a) to multiple particles would be an important step in better
understanding particle swarms beyond what is already understood from Onseen’s
tensor (equation 1.11).
Experiments should be performed on additional channel geometries to determine
if the enhanced transport regime is specific to planar geometries. While the potential
geometries are infinite a few options are the most reasonable starting points; cylinders,
square ducts (rather than the rectangular ones from these experiments), and “infinite”
planes that extend to the edges of the enclosing tank. These experiments would
determine if certain symmetries can break the enhanced transport regime and if the
swarm interactions with the bulk fluid are truly important.
Determining the effect of background flow on the behavior of particle swarms
would be an important step in verifying whether or not swarms are more susceptible
to small flows than single particles. Experiments could be undertaken with fluid drops
(or solid spheres) and particle swarms in both open and confined systems at a variety
of flow velocities; noting any differences in behavior.
The rough fracture experiments (Section 3.3.3) demonstrated that swarms were
fairly robust when interacting with asperity variations inside a fracture, reorganizing
to avoid peaks. Investigation of other rough fractures with larger asperity varia-
tions should be undertaken to determine whether this behavior was specific to the
investigated fractures or if is a property of swarms in general.
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4.3 Closing Statements
Particle swarm behavior is strongly affected by fracture boundaries. Just as the
composite nature of swarms results in emergent unconfined behavior (Figure 1.4), so
also does the addition of boundaries result in emergent responses to those boundaries.
This behavior arises from boundary induced modifications to the particle-particle
interactions which causes changes in swarm geometry and speeds.
APPENDIX
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A. CONSTANTS IN THE TWO WALL APPROXIMATION
The accurate calculation of the tangential drag force acting on a particle settling
between two parallel plate walls is a non-trivial exercise. While equation 1.15 (also
equation A.1) looks fairly simple, the constants A and B are actually very complex.
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In these equations N = (st− 1)2 − 16x2st, s = e2x(1−h), and t = e2x(1+h). x is simply
an integration variable and has no relation to any positional coordinate. h is the
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fractional distance from the center of the two parallel walls, such that l (the distance
from one of the walls) is given by l = (1− h)L when 2L is the distance between the
two plates. This solution is symmetric around h = 0, l = L so it does not matter
which wall is being discussed.
Neither A nor B are solvable analytically in h. In order to use equation 1.15
in simulations or other computations, both integrals must be solved numerically for
different values of h. The resulting values were tabulated and a high order polynomial
was fitted to them allowing reasonably accurate interpolation of A and B over the
range 0 ≤ h ≤ 1. The resulting fits are given in equations A.4 and A.5 and plotted
in figure A.1
A = 1.0027− 0.9651h+ 0.53026h2 (A.4)
B = 0.41949− 1.7741h+ 21.263h2 − 184.32h3 + 842.97h4
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